1. From Omero web client, Double-click on an Image thumbnail, or click the Full Viewer button in
the right-hand pane to open an Image in a larger viewer called OMERO.iviewer. It is a
Web app developed and released independently from the webclient. The OMERO.web framework
can be extended with multiple apps to view data in different ways.

2. We can adjust the rendering settings and scroll through Z or T.

3. Click the Crosshairs icon

at the top-right of the viewer to enable the pixel intensity

display for the mouse pointer. Then mouse over the Image to see the pixel intensities for the
channels turned on.

4. The ROIs tab

includes tools for viewing and drawing ROIs on the Image.

These are saved back to the OMERO server. Select the arrow tool in the right-hand
pane

and draw an arrow on the Image, using Click-Move-Click (not drag),

pointing to a feature in the Image and save it using the Save button

located in

the upper part of the right-hand pane. Draw also a couple of other ROIs on different Z
planes.
a. Dragging on the Image is used for panning the image.
b. Shift-drag rotates the image (using selection tool) or draws “freehand” (polygon,
polyline, rectangle and ellipse).

5. Clicking onto the ROIs in the right-hand pane table brings the viewport to the position
where the selected ROI is in the middle of it and navigates the viewport to the timepoint
the ROI is associated with.

6. Select several ROIs from different Z planes. You can select in the table ( Shift-click to
select a range) but also in the image itself using Cmd-drag to select multiple ROIs.
7. Export the Intensities, areas and line lengths into Excel. Select, in the top-left corner
ROIs > Export (Excel). This will export the values from the selected ROIs.

8. Save the viewport by selecting in the top-left corner File > Save Viewport as PNG.
9. Compare the two channels of one of the Images in multi-image view:
a. Double-click on the thumbnail of the already opened Image in the left-hand pane of the
viewer. This will open the Image again in a new window.
b. Select one of the windows and in the right-hand pane switch the green channel
off.
c. On the other window, switch the blue channel off.

10. We can synchronize the viewers by adding them both to the same sync Group.
a. Click the sync icon

in the top-left corner and select the first option in the

dropdown menu.
b. Repeat for the other viewer.
c. Now both Images have the Z/T and View (zoom and position of viewport) synchronized.
11. Click on Info tab in iviewer now, and find, in the right-hand pane, the link to Dataset. This will
bring you back to the webclient.

